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Self-service micro café designed to be a social hub for workplace collaboration and productivity
Offers premium Lavazza coffee including lattes, cappuccinos and flat white 
Custom designed to fit specific business needs
Discover more: lavazzapro.co.uk/systems/micro-cafe    

6th SEPTEMBER 2022, BASINGSTOKE, UK: Lavazza Professional unveils its 24/7 self-service micro café for
businesses across the UK: Moments by Lavazza Professional. Placing premium Lavazza coffee at its heart,
this new modular micro market is designed to be a hassle-free alternative to canteens and provides
organisations with a vibrant hub to fuel workplace productivity and drive staff engagement. 

Research has shown 85 percent of employees feel that quality coffee increases productivity and improves
morale [1], making it an important element of the post-pandemic workplace as businesses look to attract
and retain talent. 

Ashley Weller, UK Market Director at Lavazza Professional, comments: “We are delighted to be bringing
this new offer to market. Whether it is time spent getting to know new colleagues, collaborating on new
ideas and projects, or quiet time prepping for a productive afternoon, every moment counts. By bringing
the best elements of coffee culture into the workplace, businesses of all sizes can engage, and delight
employees returning to the office and reap the rewards.” 

The micro café centres around the ultimate Lavazza coffee experience, with Bean to Cup coffee machines
serving premium espresso-based drinks, including lattes and cappuccinos, using Lavazza expertly roasted
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Arabica and Robusta beans.  

Products in the micro café can be paid for using unattended payment stations, via a central kiosk or
smartphone app. Smart fridges are also available that come with built-in payment systems, providing an
extra layer of security – all options help to reduce overhead costs and make day-to-day management more
efficient than expensive canteens.  

In addition to premium Lavazza coffee, the one-stop-shop will also offer a varied menu of traditional
vending snacks and cold drinks, plus fresh food such as wraps and sushi from more of Britain’s best loved
brands.  

The Moments by Lavazza Professional bespoke design radiates a sleek, premium experience and is
supported by a world-class fully managed service, ensuring every business can benefit from the power of
authentic Italian coffee.  

For more information, please visit: https://www.lavazzapro.co.uk/systems/micro-cafe/ 
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